1967 honda 90

The Honda CT90 was a small step-through motorcycle manufactured by Honda from to It was
offered in two models: Trail or X with the main variations being gear ratios and tyre style.
Except for the engine change, the models of CT and CT90 were the sameâ€”the change in
model number reflected a new Honda policy that model numbers would indicate engine-size
class. The CT and CT90 had a dual rear sprocket, which created a lower gear range for heavy
weight or steep terrain. To shift to the low range, the operator had to stop and clip a short
additional section onto the chain, which then would allow it to go around the larger rear
sprocket. Starting in August , this cumbersome arrangement was replaced by a two-range
sub-transmission, which could be set far more easily by simply moving a small lever while the
bike was in neutral and idling. While the earlier Honda Trail series had been slightly modified
versions of the Super Cub, and brought an evolution to the CT90 which tailored it more to the
needs of the off-road rider. Now, the Trail 90 was a unique and separate platform, not merely a
variation on the city-commuter theme. The greatest change was in , when Honda replaced the
Super-Cub-style cantilever-toggle front end with telescoping-tube similar to those found on
most motorcycles. This increased travel and shock absorption on the front wheel. The large,
chrome rear cargo rack which had been an option now became a standard item. No longer being
attached to the small, stamped-steel rack inherited from the Super Cub, the new rack had its
own dedicated mounting system, which was strong enough to use for lifting the motorcycle.
The other obvious change in the model was the addition of a hard plastic downtube cover,
designed specifically for the CT Earlier models had retained the Super Cub's air filter box,
located on the downtube, and with the removal of the wide shield of the street model, a fabric
cover had been used. The new cover would run from the head tube to the bottom of the
downtube, providing protection to the carburetor, and the air filter was now located in a plastic
box attached to the side of the frame. In , a lever was added to the front end, which made it easy
and simple to rotate the handlebars. This feature made it more convenient to store the
motorcycle, or to carry it in a rack, truck bed, or even the back of a station wagon. Fold-down
handlebars had been introduced on the Honda Z50A Mini Trail in , and had proven popular
among owners with space constraints. Though this feature would eventually be dropped from
the Mini Trail, the easy-swivel handlebars would be one of the definitive features of the full-size
Honda Trail series throughout the rest of production. These were the last major changes made
to the "Trail 90," and the only other noteworthy change to the Honda Trail bikes came with the
change to the cc engine in Honda targeted hunters, fishermen, commuters, and outdoorsmen
with the Trail Early ads often had these bikes in wilderness settings. They were well suited to
narrow trails, being small and lightweight around pounds and with a forgiving suspension. The
bike was ideal for climbing and carrying packs. The four-stroke engine was quiet and almost all
models were equipped with spark-arrestor exhausts. While targeted at off-road users, this was
not a dirt bike in the conventional sense. Trail 90s were also modified, by aftermarket vendor
Suitcase Cycle , for quick breakdown and compact transport via general aviation aircraft. The
fork was originally a leading link suspension, replaced in with conventional telescoping-tube
suspension. The CT90 ended production in , replaced the following year by the CT The CT
lacked the reduction box; however, it returned in following years. From Wikipedia, the free
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Model CT. Model S Has been owned and stored for several years. It has a new seat and a cargo
rack from , an original one. It comes with - An original chrome cargo rack from a 67'A new seat
replaced An original seatA brand-new batteryA tune up kit as shown in the pictures All spare
parts shown in the pictures A buyer is responsible for arranging the shipment and all shipping
expenses. I also accept local pick up. Please contact me for any questions. Rare one-family
Honda Trail 90 in excellent condition with miles. Just serviced and runs great. Original paint and
always garaged. There are a few scratches in the paint and minor cracking in the tires. Includes
owners manual and emergency kit. Buyer responsible for shipping. Up for sale is this clean 67
Honda CT It runs as good as it looks. Just started it yesterday after sitting for a month. Restored
paetially by previous owner but kept very original. Registration good until This bike is fun to
ride through antique car shows!! Ready for Christmas. I do not think the milage is correct on the
odometer , but the engine runs very strong. I don't know why but this listing tool will not let me
enter the correct year, Model Cm The bike looks great needs detailing a mircale. With fresh gas

and a new battery this beauty will make anyone happy. Selling a Honda trail 90 red in xlnt
condition. Has new battery, new mirrors, with chrome luggage rack, buddy seat n drivers seat
reupholstered and buddy pegs. Recently engine and tank cleaned up. Battery was recharged
but bring your own just in case it needs another recharge. Comes with license and title. Engine
was removed in the early 90's to repair a faulty kick starter problem. The repair was made by
replacing the trans low gear which has the ratcheting mechanism inside of it. The engine itself
was not touched as it ran great before the repair. The bike has 23, miles on it and is in excellent
condition. All the parts are there and some extras. The rear left turn signal is broken as the
photo shows. The bike itself has been sitting in storage all this time and the remaining engine
related parts are at my house. Excellent bike to restore as show piece, must see. This
motorcycle was purchased by an enthusiast and ridden for a short period as reflected by the
current mileage. Since then, it has sat untouched in the garage. It is mechanically solid in all
senses and runs smoothly. The bike dons original paint and has not been "laid" down. Own a
rare piece of Japanese motorcycle history. I am very motivated and need to get this motorcycle
on it's way due to space constraints. No reasonable offers will be refused. Thanks for looking.
This model was the very beginning of the Trail 90's but the engines are completely different
then the Honda Trail 90's from and later. The Honda CT's are very rare and seldom seen. You
can always find Trail 90's but these early CT's are extremely collectible and never come up for
sale, especially in this spectacular original condition. Just look how nice and original and
untouched this bike is. Everything is original, except the battery on the bike. Tires, seat,
plastics, paint, and everything! It's spectacular to find such an untouched early Honda like this.
The bike was bought brand new from Bill Rudd Motors right here in Reno. That was the Honda
dealer in the 's and 's in Reno. I bought the bike from the original owners, who as you can see,
hardly ever rode the bike, and kept great care of it for the years. The Bill Rudd decals are still
present on both side covers. There is still the original Bill Rudd key chain on the original Honda
key in the ignition. The engine is a unique "pushrod" engine that is unique to the CT It's a 90cc
four stroke with a four speed transmission but the engine is totally different of that of the newer
and later style engines. Compare this engine to another 90 and you will see the difference. It still
has the dual sprocket on the rear wheel. I still have the original extra chain that you would add
to the existing chain to be able to use the larger off-road sprocket. The original Nitto tires are
still in pretty good shape for being original. They have good tread and the rubber is still soft and
pliable. There is minor cracking in them. Pretty common on rubber tires even today! The original
chrome DID rims are in excellent condition. The hubs and spokes are in excellent original
condition. The paint on the entire bike is bright yellow and shines beautifully. The yellow
against the chrome is very shape and looks great in the sun. There is a few little wear makes in
the paint and some scratches in it, like there is a scratch on the left side of the gas tank, and
there is a scratch on the rear fender and bottom of the front forks. Pretty minimal for a bike of
this age and what it was original intended to be used for, off road trail riding by kids and adults.
The original frame wire wrap is in great shape on the bike. The plastic headlight bucket is in
excellent condition which is incredibly rare, these old plastic covers are always cracked,
broken, and repaired, not this one! The side covers are original yellow Honda parts and have a
cool Bill Rudd decal on them. There is some minor scratching on them from riders shoes. The
original tool kit is still in the side cover. The chrome exhaust pipe is bright and shiny and looks
wonderful. The exhaust is original and has never been damaged or crashed on, there is a couple
of little rust spots right near the tip of the exhaust, it's very minor but there. The seat is all
original. This has never had a replacement seat cover like so many Honda's get. It does,
however, have a teeny tiny little rip right on the top of it. See pictures. It's very minor and I
would just leave it because it shows the age and originality of the bike and shows that the seat
is original the seat foam is still nice and soft and comfortable. I just put a brand new battery in
the bike. The electrical is all in working order, the high and low beam headlight both works, the
tail light and brake light work too! Oh, and the horn is in good working order as-well. The
handlebars, cable and controls are all original and in excellent original and untouched
condition. The chrome handlebars are very nice! They are straight and have no issues with
them. The original CT grips and levers are in excellent condition. The grips show little wear on
them. The levers are specific to these early bikes and are straight and not bent or broken. The
original grey cables are still in good and operational. The carburetor has just been cleaned and
completely gone through. It too is specific to these bikes. The engine starts up typically first
kick and runs great! The bike has excellent power for adult riders, I am pounds and it runs
excellent when I ride it. The transmission shifts good and smooth. The bike is a collectors bike
that has been on display in my garage. It has been cared for and cherished by me. This is my
favorite bike in my collection. It just time for it to go. You don't find cleaner original CT's. Do not
miss out on this bike, you probably won't find another original bike like this. The bike isn't

perfect, it does have 2, miles but you wouldn't know it. It shows minor wear on the sides of the
engine, and on the paint but overall, a wonderful original Honda. I do have a Nevada title for the
bike. I have to sell this bike as-is because although the bike is in great original condition. I can
not guarantee anything because it is a bike that is over 40 years old. Please ask any and all
questions that you may have before buying the bike. My phone number is I can store the bike in
my garage for a month so that shipping arrangements are made. I can help coordinate with the
shipping company, whoever the buyer schedules, pickup of the motorcycle. Shipping is the
buyers responsibility. I have a good friend who ships cars from Reno to Southern California and
can ship the bike there for a couple hundred dollars. I can possibly get a motorcycle pallet and
straps to tie the bike down if the shipping company would like it on one. Thank you for looking!
Rare collectible '64 Honda C barn find recently removed from the barn it was stored in since
Runs and rides excellent, everything works, great patina as is or requires only cosmetic
restoration. Check out my other auctions! Lawrenceville, GA. Rocky Ford, CO. Gresham, OR.
Eaton, NH. North Fork, CA. Mill Valley, CA. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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Super Cub's US advertising campaign, You meet the nicest people on a Honda , had a lasting
impact on Honda's image and on American attitudes to motorcycling, and is often used as a
marketing case study. The idea for a new cubic-centimetre 3. A small, high-performance
motorcycle was central to his plans. Fujisawa saw that a motorcycle did not fit in this pattern for
the average person, and he saw an opportunity to change that. Fujisawa and Honda visited
Kreidler and Lambretta showrooms, as well as others, researching the kind of motorcycle
Fujisawa had in mind. Fujisawa said these designs had "no future" and would not sell well. The
new motorcycle needed to be technologically simple to survive in places without up-to-date
know-how and access to advanced tools or reliable spare parts supplies. The common
consumer complaints of noise, poor reliability, especially in the electrics, and general difficulty
of use would have to be addressed. Because Honda was a large company growing larger, it
needed a mass-appeal product that could be produced on an enormous scale. The scooter type
nearly fitted the bill but was too complex for developing countries to maintain, and the small
wheels did poorly on badly maintained or nonexistent roads. I don't know how many soba
noodle shops there are in Japan, but I bet you that every shop will want one for deliveries. The
following year Honda displayed a mockup to Fujisawa that finally matched what he had in mind,
Fujisawa declaring the annual sales would be 30, per month, half again as many as the entire
monthly two-wheeler market in Japan. His goal was to export motorcycles on a scale yet unseen
in the economic disorder of postwar Japan when most companies halting trade efforts were
handled through foreign trading companies. Honda would have to establish its own overseas
subsidiary to provide the necessary service and spare parts distribution in a large country like
the US. To this end American Honda Motor Company was founded in The Honda Juno had been
the first scooter to use polyester resin , or fiberglass reinforced plastic FRP , bodywork, and
even though production of the Juno had stopped in as a result of Honda Motor's financial and
labor problems at the time, Fujisawa continued to encourage research in polyester resin casting
techniques, and these efforts bore fruit for the Super Cub. By some criteria, the type of
motorcycle the Super Cub falls into is difficult to classify, landing somewhere between a
scooter and a motorcycle, [11] and sometimes it was called a moped, "step-thru", or
scooterette. The plastic fairing ran from below the handlebars and under the footpegs,
protecting the rider's legs from wind and road debris, as well as hiding the engine from view.
This design was like the full enclosure of a scooter, but unlike a scooter, the engine and
gearbox unit was not fixed to the rear axle. This had several benefits. It moved the engine down
and away from the seat, detaching the rear swingarm motion from the drivetrain for lower
unsprung weight. It also made engine cooling air flow more direct, and made it possible to fit
larger wheels. The pushrod overhead valve OHV air-cooled four-stroke single cylinder engine
had a bymillimetre 1. The low compression ratio meant the engine could consume inexpensive
and commonly available low octane fuel, as well as minimizing the effort to kick start the
engine, making the extra weight and expense of an electric starter an unnecessary creature
comfort. Even the latest model year Japanese domestic market JDM Super Cub 50 and Super
Cub versions, with modern technology and conveniences like fuel injection and a fuel gauge ,
were not offered with an electric start option. The sequential-shifting three- or four-speed
gearbox was manually shifted, but clutchless , without the need for a clutch lever control, using
instead a centrifugal clutch along with a plate clutch slaved to the foot-shift lever to engage and
disengage the gearbox from the engine. While not intuitive to learn, once the rider got used to it,
the semi-automatic transmission, "took the terror out of motorcycling" for novice riders. The

early Super Cubs used a 6 volt ignition magneto mounted on the flywheel , with a battery to help
maintain power to the lights, while later ones were upgraded to capacitor discharge ignition CDI
systems. The lubrication system did not use an oil pump or oil filter , but was a primitive
splash-fed system for both the crankcase and gearbox, with a non-consumable screen strainer
to collect debris in the engine oil. Both the front and rear brakes were drums. On both the front
and rear wheels were 2. Honda recommended daily checks of the lights, horn, tire pressure,
brakes, fuel and oil level, and a weekly check of the battery electrolyte level. Specific elements
of the Super Cub's design were integral to the campaign, such as the enclosed chain that kept
chain lubricant from being flung on the rider's clothing, and the leg shield that similarly blocked
road debris and hid the engine, and the convenience of the semi-automatic transmission.
Presenting the Super Cub as a consumer appliance [11] not requiring mechanical aptitude and
an identity change into "a motorcyclist", or worse, "a biker", differentiated Honda's offering,
because, "the dedication required to maintain bikes of that era limited ownership to a relatively
small demographic, often regarded as young men known for their black leather jackets and
snarling demeanors. Rather than remaining limited to trying to convince traditional downmarket
male buyers to switch to Honda from other brands with the macho approach of most motorcycle
advertising at the time, Honda broke new ground. The ad campaign sought to improve the
image of motorcycling in general and expand the overall size of the motorcycle market by
attracting new riders. The long-running campaign, including the slogan, the music, and the
upbeat images of respectable, middle and upper-class people, particularly women, riding
Hondas became closely associated with the Honda brand ever since. Aside from
Harley-Davidson fans, the company itself had a more conflicted reaction to the successful
Honda "You meet the nicest people" campaign. At first, they were offended at the suggestion
that Harley-Davidson riders were not "nice people. In they denied any association with
one-percenter bikers, and so distanced themselves from the implications of Honda's campaign.
But they also "tried to have it both ways", and soon joined Vespa and Yamaha in producing ads
that were "suspiciously similar" to "You meet the nicest people. The original Honda Cub F had
been a clip-on bicycle engine. Honda kept the name but added the prefix 'Super' for the all-new
lightweight machine. The first Super Cub variation was the C, launched in April The enlarged
This was used in two new models: the C65, a step-through with 4. In the C50 appeared and
remained in production through the mid 80s, becoming one of the most widespread and familiar
versions of the Super Cub. Though the basic design of Cub remained unchanged, new styling
and improvements included enclosed front forks. The C stayed in production alongside the
newer versions one more year, until Because some countries offered age restriction and tax
advantages for mopeds, Honda also introduced the CS, a moped version of the Super Cub
complete with bicycle pedals. The CS fuel tank was relocated from beneath the seat to a more
conventional placement at the top of the leg shield. This iteration is now somewhat rare, having
been marketed primarily in the Benelux countries. In , for most markets, Honda fitted a new
capacitor discharge ignition CDI system to replace the earlier contact points ignition, thereby
helping to meet emission standards in markets such as the US. At the same time the electrical
system was changed from 6 volt to 12 volts. In , Honda released restyled versions of the Cubs
on some markets, with square lamps and plastic-covered handlebars and rear mudguard. On
the domestic Japanese market the square style was optional, but in some places such as the
UK they replaced imports of the traditionally styled round lamp Cub. Though not Cubs, these
bikes sold consistently well particularly in European countries, where the production of Honda
Cub models had been previously discontinued. However, the production of Honda Cubs in Asia,
Africa, and South America still continues today, even though the newer Honda Wave Series and
other designs have been introduced alongside the Cub. The C Sports Cub debuted in October It
had a different frame , with the fuel tank on top of the frame and in front of the seat, and the
frame's steel tube spine ran horizontally from the head tube to the seat. It also had a bit more
power, increased from 3. Sub-variants of the Sports Cub were the C, absent the pillion seat, and
CD, also called C, which had a low exhaust pipe. Early versions of the Sports Cub had a 3-speed
gearbox but later this was changed to 4 speed. In came an enlarged OHV engine of It was used
first in the C, which had a frame like the C, with more upright handlebars. The S65's last year of
production was , and the CD65 and CL65 took its place for only one year, These had the
higher-revving 4. Then the 4. In the CZ arrived, [7] : 39 using the same engine in a much smaller
frame with only 5" wheels. First of the Honda Z series , the CZ was meant only as a
short-distance novelty or paddock bike , but instead found popularity in the monkey bike niche.
An on- and off-road version of the Super Cub, what today would be classed as a dual-sport
motorcycle but called a trail bike at the time, the CAT Trail 50, came out in People always
suggest that it was about Japanese management , but, to be frank, I was never impressed with
Japanese management. They did what no other motorcycle maker didâ€”they listened. Uhl said

the advantages of light weight and the automatic clutch allowed unskilled riders to enjoy
off-road riding, in comparison to traditional big trail bikes that could be difficult to handle. Sales
for Super Cubs have increased in Japan [37] with upgrades to the engine and the installation of
fuel injection for Japanese domestic market models starting from , making it more powerful,
more economical and cleaner. With respect to newer, plastic body underbone designs, such as
the Wave, the original Cub remains popular. Cycle World magazine's Peter Egan and Steve
Kimball entered a stock Honda C70 Passport in the Craig Vetter Fuel Economy Challenge ,
competing against specially designed high-mileage two-wheelers built by teams of engineering
students, and an entry from American Honda. Kimball, riding the Passport, won the event
through skillful and error-free riding, with miles per US gallon 1. In , the Super Cub became the
first vehicle in Japan to be granted a three-dimensional trademark. In June, , Honda announced
that, after an absence of 45 years, the Super Cub C model would once again be available in the
US. Similarly, China Jialing Industrial Co. Instead of leading link front forks, it featured
telescopic forks. The Symba engine had a carbureted At the Tokyo Motor Show , Honda
presented the EV-Cub concept vehicle , an electric motorcycle patterned after the venerable
Super Cub, featuring two-wheel drive by means of electric motors mounted in the hubs of each
of the wheels. Without the engine in the center of the frame or the fuel tank under the seat, there
was room for a scooter-style underseat helmet compartment. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. A Honda underbone motorcycle with a four-stroke single-cylinder engine ranging
in displacement from 49 to cc. This article is about the motorcycle. The instruments of a CA and
Super Cub Annual Super Cub production from through , the year cumulative production passed
the 60 million units milestone. A 12v square headlight C See also: Honda Sport Main article:
Honda CT series. The Super Cub as cargo hauler. Ho Chi Minh City. Police bike in Chiba
Prefecture. Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan. Archived from the original on July 23,
Retrieved August 12, It had a style all its own with features that set it apart from European and
US-styled mopeds, including a step-through design for easy handling and plastic parts for
lighter weight. October 19, Retrieved June 4, Honda Motorcycles. MotorBooks International.
Retrieved January 28, Translated by Hiroko Yoda with Matt Alt. Abrams, p. July , "Go, little
Honda", Automotive Industries , vol. The Daily Telegraph. Retrieved November 6, The Kawazaki
Z1 was the world's first superbike and its spiritual successor, the Z, relies on the same
stripped-down looks and raw, steady power for its appeal. Discovery Channel. Archived from
the original on Retrieved January 30, Honda Newsroom. Retrieved The Honda Super Cub.
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Wikimedia Commons. Step through pressed steel monocoque underbone. Front: Leading link
early , telescopic fork late Rear: Swingarm. Front: drum Rear: drum. Super Cub 50 [49]. Flywheel
magneto. Pressed steel underbone. Wet multi-plate clutch, 4 speed semi-automatic
transmission. Front: telescopic fork , rear: swingarm. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Honda Super Cub. High quality chrome switch designed to clean up the appearance of your bike
while allowing the use of a switch. Includes a contoured washer which allows for installations
on round surfaces such as handlebars or frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with 2X 20" wires.
Satin Black Die-Cast aluminum housing with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up to 38mm.
Allen key included for assembly. Pull cable thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total in length.
Warms up when the engine is running. Easy to use relay protected sealed controls. Rubber
resistant to low temperatures and resists cracking. Easy install with no gluing needed. These
Reduce handlebar vibration, while adding a nice touch. Can be installed in seconds. Just pop
them in to the open end of your grips and tighten the bolt with the included allen key. Notice:
During this worldwide fight against COVID we continue shipping orders daily with a limited
workforce performing daily workplace sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank
you for your support during this time and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login or
Create an Account. Refine Search Results. Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve
Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet Link Heated Grips Classic Coke
Bottle Grips Grips Amal Barrel Style Grips Handlebar End Plugs The names Honda, Yamaha,
Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective
corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market

not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed
companies. Magnetic Oil Drain Plug 12mm Diameter 1. Exhaust Port Gaskets Pk. Grease Fitting
Nipple A. Replaces OEM High quality chrome switch designed to clean up the appearance of
your bike while allowing the use of a switch. Includes a contoured washer which allows for
installations on round surfaces such as handlebars or frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with
2X 20" wires. Satin Black Die-Cast aluminum housing with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up
to 38mm. Allen key included for assembly. Pull cable thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total
in length. Warms up when the engine is running. Easy to use relay protected sealed controls.
Rubber resistant to low temperatures and resists cracking. Easy install with no gluing needed.
Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID we continue shipping orders daily with a
limited workforce performing daily workplace sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease.
Thank you for your support during this time and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login
or Create an Account. Refine Search Results. Clutch Lever Honda CT90 Brake Lever Honda
CT90 Brake Shoes Honda CT90 Clutch Plate Honda CT90 Footrest Rubbers Honda CT90
Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link Clip
Link Cam Chain Rivet Link Heated Grips Classic Coke Bottle Grips Grips Amal Barrel Style
Grips The names Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols
belonging to each respective corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products
on this site are after market not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no
relationship to the listed companies. Bureau Identification Number: Model Type: CT Notes:
Motorcycle Model Year: Not Registered Reason: Possibility that transmission can be
accidentally shifted from third to first gear rather than fourth gear causing abrupt deceleration
at speeds in excess of 30 mph. Replace shift drum stopper plate and stopper arm to preclude
this occurrence. Number of pages on file: 6 Vehicles recalled: Bureau Identification Number:
Model Type: S90 Notes: Motorcycle equipped with Mikuni Kogyo carburetors Model Year: Not
Registered Reason: Possibility that tightening of the nuts holding the carburetor to the
aluminum inlet tube will cause a small amount of distortion in the carburetor body. This
distortion may cause sticking of the throttle valve which may cause throttle to remain in open
position after the throttle twist-grip has been closed. Install modified throttle valve which
eliminates the possibility of throttle sticking due to carburetor body distortion. Number of pages
on file: 10 Vehicles recalled: Publication source: U. You can donate a coffee as well! The
following list is a declaration of donations sent to charities as described here. Source - Dest.
This site uses cookies to help us provide quality services. Using our services, you consent to
the use of cookies. More info Agree. Upload your documentation Overview of all categories
Books, Brochures and misc. Alternator - CB No Ask for support? Request offline
documentation. Honda Service and Recall Bulletins beta. Auto Translation beta. Usage: Enter a
model name or other keyword below, hit enter. Advanced Search. Number of pages on file: 6
Vehicles recalled: Bureau Identification Number: Model Type: S90 Notes: Motorcycle equipped
with Mikuni Kogyo carburetors Model Year: Not Registered Reason: Possibility that tightening
of the nuts holding the carburetor to the aluminum inlet tube will cause a small amount of
distortion in the carburetor body. Number of pages on file: 10 Vehicles recalled: Publication
source: U. Category: Articles. Other suggested articles:. Donate Now! Latest donators.
Loosenut 10,00 5 days ago. SquidBright 20,00 1 week ago. Ko-Fi Donation 3,00 2 weeks ago.
Donations sent. Except for the engine change, the models of CT and CT90 were the same -- the
change in model number reflected a new Honda policy that model numbers would indicate
engine-size class. The CT and CT90 had a dual rear sprocket, which created a lower gear range
for heavy weight or steep terrain. To shift to the low range, the operator had to stop and clip a
short additional section onto the chain, which then would allow it to go around the larger rear
sprocket. Starting in August , this cumbersome arrangement was replaced by a two-range
sub-transmission, which could be set far more easily by simply moving a small lever while the
bike was in neutral and idling. The first Honda Trail 90 released to the motorcycle market was in
under the model name CT The concept was the same as that of the ever popular Honda Trail a
rugged trail bike that could conquer paths and even run through thick bush to get hunters,
hikers and fishermen to the best deep woods destinations. This was a big leap in technology at
a time when many other motorcycle companies neglected environmental conciousness. The
Honda 90 CT was the perfect bike for just about anyone. For beginners, it was a great bike to
learn how to ride a motorcycle on. For experts, it was a fun, peppy, and light bike hat could go
just about anywhere without many complaints. It was tough, rugged, and expremely reliable.
But it was also not exactly perfect. By , the new Honda 90 with an 89cc OHC single cylinder
engine and automatic clutch. With an upswept muffler, and ample ground clearance, the new
Honda CT90 Trail 90 grew to become a much bigger success than is predecessor. The Honda 90
Trail CT90 was produced for 10 more years until by the Honda CT Trail bike, which was

essentially the same bike with a larger engine. Honda 90 enthusiasts today are doing greater
restorations than ever to bring these great bikes back to life and to show the world what the
Honda 90 Trail CT90 is made of! This was largely because of its convenience, reliability and
ease of getting on and off the bike. Home Manufacturer Contact. Honda CT 90 Trail Make Model.
Four stroke, single cylinder, SOHC, 2 valves. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled.
Compression Ratio. Contact breake. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet multiplate. Final Drive.
Stamped steel. Front Suspension. Leading link â€”68 or telescoping fork â€” Rear Suspension.
Dual shocks. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet
Weight. Fuel Capacity. No Matches Found. Call for info Certified Price:. Test Drive. Email to
Friend. Transportation Quote. Value Trade-in. Get Financing. Calculate Payments. Are You
Interested? Our vehicle experts are standing by to answer any questions: Call Us Driving
Directions. Email Us Is vehicle still available? Send Message. We make ev
mercedes benz ml350
87 cutlass ciera
2003 chevy silverado trailer wiring harness
ery effort to present information that is accurate. Price varies based on Trim Levels and
Options. All inventory is subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice.
Fuel economy figures shown are provided from EPA mileage estimates and may not be
comparable across different model years. Your actual mileage will vary, depending on specific
options selected, how you maintain the vehicle and your personal driving habits. Images
displayed may not be representative of the actual trim level of a vehicle. Colors shown are the
most accurate representations available. However, due to the limitations of web and monitor
color display, we cannot guarantee that the colors depicted will exactly match the color of the
vehicle. Certain offers may not be combined with others. Under no circumstances will we be
liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. To ensure your complete
satisfaction, please verify accuracy prior to purchase with AlphaCars. Compare All Clear.

